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Abstract—This paper introduces GEP(Gene Expression 
Programming) fundamental. Aimed at prediction of 
software failure sequence, an improved GEP(GEP based on 
Block Strategy, BS-GEP) is presented, in which the 
population is divided into several blocks according to the 
individual fitness of each generation and the genetic 
operators are reset differently in each block to guarantee 
the genetic diversity. The algorithm complexity and 
convergence of BS-GEP is analyzed in the paper. 
Furthermore, BS-GEP is applied in the solution of 
prediction in software failure sequence. The simulation 
results show that the model found by BS-GEP, which is 
proved widely used for many other time series, is more 
accurate than the one of classic GEP. 
 
Index Terms—BS-GEP; Complexity Analysis; Convergence 
Analysis; Software Failure; Time Series Prediction 
 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

GEP(gene expression programming) is a newly 
proposed genetic algorithm with separate genotype and 
phenotype, which evolves 2 to 4 orders of magnitude 
faster than GP(genetic programming)[1].It has become an 
international new hotspot and been applied to many fields 
of data mining[2~4]. 

In this paper, we adopted BS-GEP(GEP based on 
block strategy) to predict software cumulative failure 
time (the next failure time) sequence, and clarified the 
research methods. We particularly analyzed the software 
testing case of Armored Force Engineering Institute[5,6], 
and completed BS-GEP model and its prediction. Lastly, 
we calculated the model reliability parameters and 
compared the short-term prediction ability with GEP 
model and other classic probability models. All what we 
did is to testify the feasibility and availability of model 
fitting and predicting by BS-GEP algorithm. 

II.  GEP FUNDAMENTAL 

The implementation techniques of GEP include 
encoding, fitness function selection, genetic operators, 
transposition operators, recombination operators, and 
numerical variables. Now we just introduce the parts that 
will be improved in this paper. 

A.  Fitness Function Selection 
Individuals that represent problem solutions need to be 

evaluated in all evolutionary algorithms. In GEP the 
solution is a computer program, or more exactly an 
expression. So the evaluation is to be completed by the 
fitting degree of data calculated by the expression and the 
training data. The following three ways are usually 
adopted[1]. 
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where M is the range of selection, and C(i,j)is the 
value returned by the individual program i for fitness case 
j (out of Ct fitness cases), and Tj is the target value for 
fitness case j, and n is the number of correct cases. Note 
that formula (1) and (2) can be used to solve any 
symbolic regression problem, but formula (3) to logic 
problems. In the design of fitness function, the goal is 
very clear that is to make the evolutionary direction of the 
system in accordance with requirements. 

B. Mutation Operator 
According to Candida’s experiments[1], we know that 

the mutation operator is the most basic and most efficient 
operator among all genetic operators. Mutation operator 
can adjust parts of gene values of the individual encoding 
string, to make GEP search the local space and improve 
the local search ability. Besides, mutation operator can 
change encoding structure, to maintain the population 
diversity, and prevent or reduce premature and jump out 
of local optimal solution. 

Mutation operator acts on a single chromosome, and 
tests randomly on each code of the chromosome. When 
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the mutation probability  meets a certain 
value(typically is 0.044), the code is re-generated. To 
ensure the same organizational structure, the code can be 
varied to any symbol of the function set and terminal set 
if mutation occurred in the head. Conversely, the code 
could be symbol of terminal set when in tail. It is can be 
predicted the structure of new individual generated 
through mutation is always correct. 

mP

.Ⅲ  BS-GEP ALGORITHM 

A.  Block Strategy 
Genetic operators play an important role in the 

evolutionary results quality. If they are designed 
unreasonably, some extraordinary individuals generated 
in the early evolutionary could multiply rapidly and fill 
the population positions after several generations. So the 
local optimal solution, also called premature phenomenon 
is coming. Another way, the algorithm is close to 
convergence in the later stage of evolutionary, and the 
fitness difference between individuals is smaller. So the 
potential of optimization reduced, and the result tends to 
purely random selection and hardly a global optimal 
solution. In this paper, we adopt blocking population to 
make sure the population diversity of each generation. 
The scheme is as follows. 

Step 1, suppose , is the fitness of 

individual ,order individuals by ,a block of 20, the 
population is divided into 

blocks (number of  is 

permitted less than 20), (the fitness maximum 

of )is less than the fitness minimum 

of ( ),that is ; 

if ni ,,2,1 L=

ix if

m mjB j ,,2,1, L= mB
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1+jB min)1( −+jf min)1(max −+− < jj ff
Step 2, as in the individual fitness of each block are 

very close, linear or power function transformation 
method is adopted for scaling the fitness function, and 
then individuals are selected to genetic operations follow 
the roulette wheel or tournament method; 

Step 3, since the individuals’ goodness differences in 
the blocks, mutation operator is reset respectively to each 
other block, like a smaller mutation probability set to 
individuals in the block with a high goodness and larger 
to low goodness, in order to ensure high population 
diversity.  

In view of this scheme, we need to redesign fitness 
function and improve mutation operator. 

• Fitness Function 
On GEP-based symbolic regression problems, the two 

evaluation models proposed by Candida own their 
inherent shortcomings[7]. In statistics, it is more usually to 
employ R2(Coefficient of Determination) to evaluate the 
fit degree of two sets of data. The calculation formula is 
as below.  
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observed values, and is the regressed value. SSE is 
residual sum of squares of the observed values and the 
regressed values, and summation of SSE and 
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So, we design the fitness function like this:  

 .(n is the sample size) (5) 2100 Rnf ××=

SSTSSE <Q , 10 2 <<∴ R . It can be known the 
range of isf ( )100,0 ×n . When the individual fitness of 
each block are very close, fitness of the next generation 
can hardly be improved obviously, which would lower 
evolutionary efficiency. So we make fitness linear 
amplified by multiplying the factor (n is the 
sample size). 

100×n

• Mutation Operator 
We set dynamic mutation probability in this paper, in 

order to make mutation operator self-adaptive. Mutation 
probability function is designed as follows.  
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where is mutation probability of the current block, 

and is a constant set before evolutionary with a range 

of (0, 0.15), and

imP

MP

if is average fitness of the current block 

and its maximum is ( )maxif , while C= is the 
maximal fitness.  

100×n

It can be easily learned from formula (6) that of 
each block is in inverse ratio to the average fitness, also 
to generations (or

mP

( )maxif ). The value range 

of ismP ⎥⎦
⎤

⎢⎣
⎡

MP
e
1,0 . 

B.  BS-GEP Algorithm Description 
Every individual mutates on a fixed probability in the 

classic GEP algorithm, which affect population diversity 
seriously. We brought out a scheme based on block 
strategy to the mutation operator. BS-GEP algorithm 
structure is shown in Figure1. 
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Figure 1.  Flow Chart of BS-GEP. 

From Figure 1, it is apparently that the new algorithm 
adds the mutation rate reset in every generation contrast 
to the classic GEP. 

The pseudocode for BS-GEP is shown as follows, 
where P(t) represents the tth population, and the initial 
population P(0) is designed randomly, and Pim is the 
mutation probability and Q= P(t) or Φ: 

Procedure BS-GEP: 
{ 

Begin 
t =0; 
Initialize(P(t)); 
Evaluate(P(t)): 

     While(not terminate condition)Do 
Begin 
Order individuals according to fi;  
Block(Pi(t)) into Bj;  
 Set Pmj(t)  (that is Pim);  
Pc(t)= Crossover (P(t)); 
Pm(t)=Mutation(Pc(t)); 
 Pt(t)=Transposition(Pm(t)); 
 Pi(t)=Recombination(Pt(t)); 
Evaluate(Pi(t)); 
P(t+l)=Select(Pm(t)∪Q); 
t=t+1; 
End 

End 
} 

C.  BS-GEP Complexity Analysis 
Theorem 1: the algorithm complexity is ( )nGPO ×× , 

in which P is population size, G is the total generations, n 
is the sample size. 

Demonstration: in the algorithm, the calculative 
complexity of population initialization from n samples 
is ; the fitness of each individual need to be 
calculated, so the calculative complexity of population 
fitness is ; as the maximum of generations is G, 
so the algorithm complexity is . 

( )nO

( nPO ×

D.  BS-GEP Convergence Analysis 
Theorem 2: the probability of convergence to the 

optimal solution using BS-GEP is less than 1. 
Demonstration: all possible status of population is 

divided into two kinds, one is including the optimal 
individual, and another is that does not have the 
optimal individual.

0S

nS
φ== nn SSSSS IU 00 , . Wishing to 

demonstrate the stable probability that runs to is less 
than 1, we take proof by contradiction: Assuming the 
probability is equal to 1, the probability that runs 
to is 0, that is

1P 0S

1P
nS { } 0lim =∈

∞→ ntt
SPP .In the process of BS-

GEP evolutionary, if the population mutate from a 
status mSi∈ to another status , and the mutation 

probability is ,the stochastic matrix 
mSj ∈

ijm { }ijmM =  is the 
population status transfer matrix of BS-GEP. 

  M is a stochastic matrix, and 
( ) ( ) ( ) 01 ,1, >−= − jiH

m
jiH

mij PPm  ( is the Hamming 

distance between and ), so

( jiH , )
i j M is positive definite. At 

the moment t the probability that the population is in 
status j is ( ) ( )∑

∈

⋅=
Ii

t
ijij mPtP 0 , …. Learning 

from the characteristics of the homogeneous Markov 
chains

,2,1,0=t

[8],the stable probability distribution of ( )tPj is 
independent with that of initial, that 
is ( ) ( ) 0>∞=∞ ijij mPP . At this moment , that is 

to say, is the status of .So .This is 

contradictious with the previous assumption. Therefore, 
Theorem 2 is tenable. 

mSj∈
j nS { } 0lim >∈

∞→ ntt
SPP

It can be known from the above analysis that, the 
problem solving based on BS-GEP has convergence to 
the global optimum in probability, but not the strong 
convergence to the global optimum. So it can not rule out 
the possibility of convergence to local optimum. 

.Ⅳ  SOFTWARE FAILURE TIME SERIES ANALYSIS BASED 
ON GEP AND BS-GEP 

The data series selected are the former 16 data of the 
software testing case in Armored force Engineering 
Institute, which are given in TABLEⅠ as follows. 

)
( )nGPO ××
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where, and ( is the 

mean time between failures(MTBF), is the cumulative 
time of failures, also means the next failure time).In this 
paper we have formed GEP model and BS-GEP model 
just on . Parameters of the algorithms in the test are set 
as shown in TABLEⅡ. 

16,,2,1,1 L=−= − iTTt iii 00 =T it

iT
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(Note: To make algorithms are more suitable for software 

reliability modeling, in consideration of the software reliability 
growing characteristic, we add exponential function to F, which 
also owns growing feature. Both of the fitness maximums are 
1600.) 

Run the evolutionary program in the mixed 
environment of VC++ and Mathematica. After 1000 
generations of evolution, we get preferable adaptive 
models and their structures expressions are as follows.  

TABLE I.   
FAILURE DATA SERIES 

x  1 2 3 4 
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2

086973.0541917.0272627.0

588002.0

863582.0037978.011894.6
1010162737.0

.

 (8) 

A.  The Calculation of Software Reliability Model 
Parameter--MTBF 

The prediction of T at the 17th failure by the models (7) 
and (8) are T =

17GEP 302.6031, =300.7515, while 
the real value is 300. Accordingly, t(MTBF) at the 
moment are =41.6031, =39.7515, 
while 39 is the real result. In TABLEⅢ the appraisal results 
on t andT of GEP and BS-GEP models are compared 
with several traditional reliability models. 

17GEPBST −

17T GEPMTBF GEPBSMTBF −

17 17

From the table above, we can see that the distances of 
MTBF and Next Failure Time values between the result 
by these traditional models and the real result are much 
larger. However, the results calculated by GEP and BS-
GEP models are more suitable and accurate, and the BS-
GEP model is the best. All of above can testify that the 
software reliability of the new models represent better 
than other traditional models on one-step-ahead 
prediction capability. 

B.  Failure Rate Curve 
Having calculated the MTBF value, the current failure 

rate of the software system can be brought out 
by MTBF/1=λ . So the current reliability function 
is ( ) tetR λ−= . By models (7) and (8) the initial failure 
rates are 0.86592 and 0.90668 separately, and the current 
failure rates at T=261 are 0.0240367 and 0.0251563 

5 6 7 8 

it  1 1 1 5 4 24 6 14

iT  1 2 3 8 12 36 42 56

x  
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

it  
33 1 30 22 13 22 77 7 

iT  
89 90 120 142 155 177 254 261

TABLE II.   
PARAMETERS SETS OF GEP & BS-GEP 

Parameters Span Solution

Population Size 60

Maximum of 
Generations 1000

Gene Number 5

Head Length 6

Function Set(F) +、-、×、/、^ 

Terminal Set(T) }9,,1,0,{ Lt  

Select Operator roulette wheel

Mutation Operator 0.044

Transposition Operator 0.1

Recombination Operator 0.3

Fitness Function
GEP with Formula (2)(M=100)

BS-GEP with (5)

Terminal condition Maximum of Generations
 

TABLE III.   
CALCULATION RESULT OF MTBF 

Models MTBF Next Failure Time 

GEP Model 41.6031 302.6031 
BS-GEP Model 39.7515 300.7515 

Exponential Model 90.5000 351.5000 
J-M Model 108.5019 369.5019 

G-O(NHPP) 50.2572 311.2572 
Moranda Model 72.4638 333.4638 

S-W Model 126.7990 342.7990 
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respectively. The failure rates curves of the two models 
are shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2.  Failure Rate Curve of GEP Model 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
From above figures, it is learned that the change 

tendency of software failure rates from the two models is 
similar, and tends to monotone decreasing as a whole. 

C. The Short-Term Prediction Capability Comparison of 
Models 

In order to testify the prediction capability of new 
models, we adopt the short-term range error (SRE) in the 
reference[9] for scaling the short-term prediction 
capability. Its formula is shown as follows. 

 
1
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where represents the real value of next MTBF 
and is the next MTBF predicted by the model 

using the former i failure data. The smaller the SRE value 
is, the stronger and better models’ short-term prediction 
capability will be, meanwhile, the more accurate the one-
step-ahead prediction capability will be gotten. 

)1( +ixr

)1( +ixp

In the view of our testing case above, we can get the 
prediction results of failure data series from the 13th  
point to the 17th one, which are calculated by the seven 
models above. Their calculated results and the SRE 
values are given in TABLEⅣ. 

Comparing with these short-term prediction results and 
the SRE values, we can draw the conclusion that 

WSMJOGMorandaGEPGEPBS SRESRESRESRESRESRESRE −−−− <<<<<< Model lExponentia . 
It is these values that prove the short-term prediction 
capability of new models much more superior to others. 
So their predictive effectiveness is testified. 

D.  Model Simulation 
Figure 4 and Figure 5 give out the cumulative time 

simulation figures of the two models, of which it can be 
easily learned that both GEP and BS-GEP models fit 
failure data quite well. GEP executes to the 900th 
generation when program finds the optimal solution, and 
the fitness is 1182.285551 and the time-consume is 
10.5seconds. But to BS-GEP, the optimal one is found 
just at the 350th generation with fitness value of 
1576.162104, and it only takes 3 seconds. It is very clear 
that the BS-GEP model has a higher predictive efficiency 
and can fit better than GEP. (Fitness represents error 
between the predictive value and the real one.) 

Figure 3.  Failure Rate Curve of BS-GEP Model 

TABLE IV.   
PREDICTION RESULTS AND SRE VALUES 

Prediction 
Results 

Exponential 
Model J-M G-O 

(NHPP) Moranda

The 13th 
point 50.0833 211.140

5 34.7047 37.8788 

The 14th 
point 58.1540 84.0211 28.6110 30.3030 

The 15th 
point 66.6430 70.0565 30.2247 37.0370 

The 16th 
point 79.1330 81.5659 75.1856 55.8659 

thThe 17  
point 

108.500
0 90.5000 50.2572 72.4638 

SRE 2.3520 3.1275 2.5214 2.2198 

Prediction 
Results 

 S-W GEP BS-GEP 

thThe 13  
point 

 78.5848 30.1566 26.0533 

thThe 14  
point 

 38.3494 46.3531 42.0821 

thThe 15  
point 

 48.1770 55.8263 51.7706 

thThe 16  
point 

 124.0762 12.5763 9.26688 

thThe 17  
point 

 126.7990 41.6031 39.7515 

 SRE 5.0278 0.7130 0.5175 
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